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Tek Recon Unleashes the Predator at New York Toy Fair  

 
The new Predator delivers the ultimate blaster experience 

 

TORONTO, February 14, 2014 – Tek Recon gears up to release its’ most epic, high-performance 
blaster. The Tek Recon Predator is ready to leave its’ mark on the blaster world with unparalleled 
performance, ammo capacity and blasting distances.  

On the heels of a successful Kickstarter launch in 2013, the Tek Recon Hammer Head and 
Havok left blaster fans wanting more. In 2014, Tek Recon introduces the most aspirational blaster 
designed to satisfy every enthusiast’s performance desires. 

The Predator features rapid slam firing, with ranges exceeding 100 feet. It holds up to 100 ‘NRG’ 
rounds, more than any other reusable ammo blaster. To help enhance the Tek Recon 
experience, a newly designed magazine that allows for rapid loading firing will be introduced to 
enhance the battle experience. The Predator comes equipped with six accessories; including 
scopes and LED targeting technology that can be customized and mounted on tactical rails. 

“Our fan base, the ‘TRibe,’ have told us they want even more from our award winning designs,” 
says Brad Pedersen, President and CEO, Tech 4 Kids. “With such devoted fans, we have 
listened and worked hard to develop an aspirational blaster that not only satisfies, but surpasses 
their expectations. The new Tek Recon Predator delivers the ultimate performance, distance and 
capacity.” 

To optimize the real battle and team experience, Tek Recon has developed a free iOS and 
Android App that uses Wifi and GPS technology to bring players into the battle. The App has 
received global accolades on its unique ability to create a real life first person shooter play 
experience. Approaching 100,000 downloads, the App is designed to enhance play and enrich 
the gaming experience.  

In addition to the Predator blaster, new accessories for 2014 include different performance ‘NRG’ 
rounds, like Long and Soft shots. These special rounds come in a variety of colors and provide 
more customization for the fans. 

Join the TRibe on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/TekRecon or find out more about all Tek 
Recon blasters at http://tekrecon.com/ . 

The ultimate Predator blaster is available fall 2014.  
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